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to create a place where you can put them down. So guests won't have to worry about carrying an envelope all night and being able to focus on the celebration. It is also a good idea to designate someone you trust to keep an eye on cards and gifts and store them in a safe place later. Use this as an opportunity to customize your wedding day and collect
guest cards in a container that also double duty as a decor. Choose a cute and creative vessel that will complement your entire wedding decor, and then place it on the welcome table, immediately near the entrance for the ceremony so that your guests can't miss it. While Etsy is a gold mine for unique, artisanal wedding card boxes, online stores such as
Wayfair and Koyal Wholesale can also be a great resource for retaining boxes that you can put on display in your home when you're married. With a creative spark and some imagination, YOU CAN ALSO DIY your wedding box. Don't hesitate to hit your local craft shop or flea market – something as simple as wire baskets or an antique wood lamp can be
used to collect cash wedding gifts. Just be sure to add a character to eliminate any confusion between guests. From oversupping mailboxes and vintage suitcases to actual lobster pasta, here are several creative alternatives to a basic card box. 01 of 25 Autumn picnic wedding? This charming card box will look right at home with an idyllic country backstage.
She's hesitant with lace and comes with a tailored wooden heart. According to nupti, you can use it to store memories day by day. SHOP NOW: Etsy, $53.14 02 of 25 Usher at the most eerie time of the year with a charming hand-carved aneadling pumpkin box that's perfect for Halloween weekend weddings. Guests will be able to drop their cards through the
opening at the top. SHOP NOW: Etsy, $495 03 of the 25 Incredibly enchanted nature of this golden acceptance gift card holder makes perfect for a holiday wedding theme or any black tie affair. In the form of a gift box – and bow, no less – it will lend just the right amount of glitter and glamour to your day. Wayfair, $53.99 from $62.99 04 of 25 Simplicity wins
this one. This gift card holder for glass terarium (available in gold or rose gold) is elegant and modern with its elegant gold. You can customize it with two custom lines at no extra cost. Wayfair, $59.99 from $62.99 from 25 Let the Good Times roll with the famous money holder. Let all your guests fill this fringy monster up with cards and money – and then, at
the end of the night, hit well to collect your earnings. Sixty-five dollars. Dollars. 25 For something you can use outside the wedding day (think about it: future events and special occasions), this rotating box with wooden cards is worth the investment. You can customize it with engagement photos and text to make it a hold that you'll cherish for years to come.
Etsy, start with $73.99 07 from 25 Go Big or go home with a 5-gallon wedding soda, which will surely start the conversation between guests. This evil boy has a light oak finish and can hold up to 250 cards or little notes of wisdom. You can customize it additionally by adding names, last name, and wedding date. SHOP NOW: Etsy, $195.95 from 25 This
handmade wooden card box with a banner and card slot will suit any rustic-chic barn venue. Available in three sizes (small, medium and large), it can be further adjusted with special details that affect your suitors. SHOP NOW: Etsy, start at $37.99 from 25 Usher in the future of happiness and prosperity with this wonderful wedding card box (err, modest stay).
It is powered by LED wires so that you can also use it as a night light in your home. Everything from the color of the roof to the cute inscription on the door panel can be adjusted. SHOP NOW: Etsy, $150 from 25 If you marry the ocean or host a nautical wedding, continue with the theme by the sea using the old lobster trap as a cardholder. The color of the
trap and bov on this one can even be coordinated to match your wedding palette. Etsy, $60 Make sure you show a sign so the guests know they have to leave their cards inside. 11 of the 25 Galvanized old-school mailboxes provide the perfect wedding card. Show it open and with a small flag raised upright so guests know to push their card straight in;
flowers and a cute sign will help make this map drop-off spot for life. SHOP NOW: Etsy, start at $74.95 12 of 25 Geometric glass and metal card box (available in gold and rose gold) as chic as it will look aesthetically pleasurable on the welcome table. Show it with the lid open so guests know to leave their wedding cards and money envelopes inside. SHOP
NOW: Koyal Wholesale, $51.95 13 of 25 Get in on the acrylic décor trend with a elevated clear reception card box. This box has about 200 to 250 cards and has a gold lock and lock to keep your valuable items safe. The minimalist style will be a match for a modern or Hollywood glam mid-century wedding, especially when they pair together with black and
gold balloons. TRADE NOW: Koyal Wholesale, $49.99 14 out of 25 If you're hosting a destination wedding, why not turn a vintage-inspiring suitcase into a smart card collection container? Props the suitcase open and put it on display behind a welcome table, along with a banner that spells cards. This miniature suitcase can be adjusted with an initial or
monogrammed. SHOP NOW: $79.99 from $100 15 from $25,25 An adventurous duo who love to travel, this hand-painted world globe will serve as a unique centerpiece at your wedding. At the top is a discreet slot that guests can drop into a card or a cash gift. Each globe is made in order – everything from the colour of the continent to the end of the stand
can be adjusted to suit the theme of your settings. Etsy, start with $382 to $16 out of 25 We like the idea that you could re-place your wedding card box beyond your big day. This bulky-chic wood box can be used to store congratulations notes (perfect for installing a smaller guest list) as well as family recipes when you're hitched. The glass button is
accompanied by a laser engraving of your choice. Etsy, start at $29.99 17 from 25. Guests can open the lamp and lower their wishes inside. Walmart, $19.88 18 out of 25 Functional and easy to see, this ornate birdcage is a nod to the roaring '20s. If the art deco theme is what you're for, then this Gatsby inspiring cage will serve as a quintessential card
holder. We're pretty sure the guests will be at his foreay with him, too. Trade now: Etsy, $32.30 from $38 to 25 Design is in detail. This handmade box with wooden cards was made for a rustic barn wedding venue. With the burlap card banner front and center, there will be no mix regarding a specific place to drop off the card. Shop now: Etsy, $35 20 out of
25 Sometimes the best ideas are the simplest. Oversupoite a wire basket for your guest cards and small gifts; be sure to put on a handwritten letter sign so that guests know to let them in. Beau-coup, $25.95 21 of 25 Calling All Potterheads! We know you'll get a kick out of this Hedwig-approved mail box, which can be customized with initials, a wedding date
and a symbol. Guests will be transported to Hogwarts when they fall into congratulations and wedding money envelopes. SHOP NOW: Etsy, $54 22 of 25 This simple but elegant laser cut wooden wedding box is the perfect size for an intimous wedding reception (think: family and a few close friends). Show it at the gift table with a boomer of flowers and some
sign, and guests will know what to do. SHOP NOW: Etsy, start at $42.50 from 25 Having a charming garden wedding or a romantic reception under the stars? Manifest your very happy ending with a fairytale-esque card box that would suit any whimsical wooded theme. With a lid, your cards will remain safe and healthy throughout the day. Beau-coup, $72.75
24 out of 25 If you find yourself in a pinch and you need a card box at the last minute, it gets our voice. The mint, pink, white and gold floral design will look wonderful sitting on a gift table or having a dessert spread. Kate Aspen, $7.99 from $22.09 25 from 25 Remembrance on your special day with an engraved wood chest that you'll cherish for years to
come. more the front slot for wedding greeting cards is locked for one less care. Trade now: Things to remember, $130 $130
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